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Evaluated Programs and Data

Analysis of State Recovery Funds

The board shall conduct a comprehensive study and review of recovery fund
programs in California and other states which provide compensation to
consumers for financial injury caused by a licensed professional.
It should evaluate the effectiveness of these programs and whether such a
recovery fund could benefit consumers who are harmed as a result of
contractor fraud, poor workmanship, malfeasance, abandonment,
failure to perform, or other illegal acts.”

SB 2029, SECTION 7021(C), CSLB SUNSET REPORT

Executive Summary

1

“

fund programs regulated by other states.

The five California programs reviewed are:

• Real Estate Recovery Fund (Department of Real Estate)
• Client Security Fund (State Bar)
• Student Tuition Recovery Fund (Department of Consumer Affairs)
• Travel Consumer Restitution Fund (Travel Consumer Restitution Corporation)
• Manufactured Home Recovery Fund (Occupational Licensing Program)

Of the recovery fund programs regulated by other states, the following were chosen to
study in depth. They represent four types of funds—residential, construction, lien, and
warranty:

• Arizona’s Residential Contractors’ Recovery Fund (Registrar of Contractors)
• Florida’s Construction Industries Recovery Fund (Construction Industry Licensing

Board)
• Michigan’s Homeowner Construction Lien Recovery Fund (Director of Licensing and

Regulations)
• New Jersey’s New Home Warranty Security Fund (Department of Community Affairs)

Arizona’s Residential Contractors’ Recovery Fund and Utah’s Residence Lien
Restrictions and Lien Recovery Fund were selected as models for hypothetical
California contractor recovery funds. The analysis for this report also included state
demographics for the three highest populated states (California, Texas, and New York,
ranked respectively) to evaluate and compare with the state demographics for the 16
states with contractor recovery programs.

he Contractors State License Board (CSLB) conducted a comprehensive study
and review of the five California recovery funds that compensate consumers
for financial injury caused by a licensed professional and 16 contractor recoveryT
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Effectiveness of Programs

The effectiveness of any recovery fund must be evaluated from two often opposing
perspectives, that of the fund and that of the consumer. The fund’s challenge is to stay
solvent and the consumer’s challenge is to receive appropriate financial compensation
for damages. Since compensating the consumer is the purpose of establishing a
recovery fund in the first place, the fund should indeed be able to compensate the
consumer. However, several of the funds reviewed have not been able to accomplish
this task while remaining solvent and a large percentage of consumers for various
reasons are not being compensated for damages by the existing funds. Having an
intermittently functioning or non-functioning recovery fund is an expensive and
frustrating exercise for all parties involved. There is the constant struggle to keep
revenue even with claims and the potential for continuous litigation.

Balance Between Fund and Consumers

A successful fund must establish and maintain a balance of financial compromises
between the fund and the consumer in order to insure the success of the fund and
sustain its ability to help the consumer.

A fund also must have definitive requirements, restrictions and limitations along with
virtually unlimited revenue resources that remain accessible to the fund.

 Typically a successful contractor recovery fund should:

• Have accessibility to all licensed contractors for assessments
• Have the ability to increase contractors’ assessment fee as needed
• Limit the time to file a claim (e.g., 2-year statute of limitations)
• Require complainants to obtain a judgment (e.g., last-resort)
• Entitle the Board to determine “actual damages” precluding judgment amount
• Limit the maximum amount of claims paid per complainant (e.g., $20,000)
• Limit the maximum amount of aggregate claims paid per contractor (e.g., $100,000)
• Budget for the fund’s operational costs
• Establish safeguards and operational procedures for periods of possible insolvency

A consumer’s ideal contractor recovery fund should:

• Not limit the time to file a claim by the act or discovery
• Allow complainants to go directly to the Board for recovery (e.g., first-resort)
• Recover full judgment or correction amount for claim
• Not have imposed maximum limitations on claim amount paid
• Receive payment in a timely manner

Impacts on Funds

The number of typical complaints filed varies dramatically across funds. When a fund
is of first-resort (the complainant may go directly to the fund), it is logical that
significantly more complaints are filed than when a fund is of last-resort (the
complainant must obtain a judgment and exhaust all other resources of payment).
Most fund administrators decide the actual damages amount to be paid regardless of a
judgment amount; this may account for the large discrepancy of an average claim
amount paid and the fund’s claim limit amount. Funds may also be critically impacted

The effectiveness of
any recovery fund
must be evaluated
from two often
opposing
perspectives, that of
the fund and that of
the consumer. The
fund’s challenge is
to stay solvent and
the consumer’s
challenge is to
receive appropriate
financial
compensation for
damages.
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by events outside the control of the fund. For example, this year two of the largest
California vocational schools closed, leaving the Student Tuition Recovery Fund
unable to compensate financially injured students. In an effort to protect the damaged
students, the Bureau for Private Postsecondary and Vocational Education (BPPVE),
who administers the fund, is working with the US Department of Education to
discharge most of the unpaid student loans that comprised the bulk of their $8 million
potential obligation.

Analysis of Nevada Program

The latest legislated contractor recovery fund was enacted by the state of Nevada in
1999, which is expected to start operation in October of 2001. The Contractor’s Board
of Nevada requested a review of this legislation by a contractor recovery fund expert.
This review reported numerous shortcomings, ambiguities and under-funding in the
statutes as created and stated that if specific concerns were not appropriately
addressed the fund was predicted to fail.

Conclusion

Analysis of State Recovery Funds

I t is apparent that the challenge of a recovery fund is to remain solvent and
functioning in order to compensate the financially damaged consumer. Any such
recovery program could be of benefit to at least some consumers under certain

criteria. However, every recovery fund program studied displayed some form of
financial difficulty.

The consumer knowledge of a recovery fund, its degree of accessibility, and extraneous
conditions greatly influence the number of complaints filed against a fund. Therefore, it
is essential for the fund administrators to be able to manipulate the fund’s limitations,
restrictions and regulations to maintain a balanced and stable fund over time.

Based on the Arizona model, a California contractor recovery fund could easily be a
$50␣ million program with additional operational costs in the range of $2-3 million.
It was strongly urged by the BPPVE that an actuarial and fiscal analysis should be a
background to considering such a fund for California. Regardless of the type and
limitations of a newly implemented CSLB fund, it would impose a heavy, unfunded,
financial burden on the Board’s limited resources. The projected operational cost of
$3 million could be put to a more beneficial use.

A nonfunctioning or insolvent contractor recovery fund would give consumers the
illusion of protection and actually be more harmful than no fund at all. When a
recovery fund is established, it naturally increases consumers’ expectations of State
protection and decreases consumers’ incentive for diligence.

Overall, CSLB would conclude that, after evaluating the recovery fund programs in
California and other states, consumers would not be better off with a contractor
recovery fund based on any of the studied programs.

When a recovery fund is established, it naturally
increases consumers’ expectations of State protection
and decreases consumers’ incentive for diligence.
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Analyzing Recovery Funds

ecovery fund programs in California and other states which provide
compensation to consumers for financial injury caused by a licensed
professional have been reviewed and evaluated for their effectiveness and the

possible benefit a contractor recovery fund could be to California consumers. Recovery
fund data was gathered for analysis including state demographics, types of funds, and
funds’ features. The recovery funds examined all varied in their statutes, regulations,
and successes. Some funds’ administrators were quite open and comprehensive in
providing fund data and anecdotal information, while some provided only minimal
information, and others were completely non-communicative. Consequently for each
fund, incomplete bits and different types of data were provided to the researchers for
review. When analyzing the data, it became clear that, without having the complete
picture of a fund, any conclusions drawn could prove to be incorrect. Therefore, with
the data provided, it would be inappropriate and misleading to make individual fund
evaluations beyond reporting the fund’s history, statistics and current status for
review. However, by studying all the information provided across all the funds
reviewed, a generalized and adequate picture of recovery funds was obtainable for the
purpose of this analysis.

General Purpose of Recovery Funds

What all the different recovery funds reviewed have in common is their general
purpose. Most recovery funds are legislated through the state for the purpose of
monetarily compensating consumers for financial damages that cannot be satisfied
through other channels. These funds are usually of last-resort, requiring some form of
an unsatisfied court action on behalf of the claimant before a claim would be
considered by the fund. If a fund is of first-resort, the claimant may go directly to the
fund for compensation. Recovery funds are not established to prevent harm to the
consumer (except for lien restrictions) or to directly serve as regulatory enforcement of
the respondent, yet disciplinary action may be a prerequisite or consequence and
suspension for repayment or revocation is usually mandatory.

Financial Structure of Recovery Funds

A fund receives revenue through fees or surcharges that usually assess the purveyor of
services (e.g., contractors). Initially, a fund account accrues assessed revenues for one
to two years to reach a legislated minimum balance before the fund may become
operational and commence accepting claims. Once the fund is operational, if the fund
account falls below its legislated minimum balance, fees or surcharges may be
increased to bring the account into balance. When a fund is continually working at a
deficit (the annual operating expenses plus the claim payouts are greater than the
annual revenue), the fund account will be depleted and the fund will become
insolvent if revenue is not increased, claim limits decreased, or operational limitations
imposed. Most funds have payout limits on the amount per claim and a total accrued
amount per respondent. Claimants must have done business with a fund participant,
one who has paid into the fund and is appropriately registered or licensed. There is
usually a two to four year statute of limitations for filing a claim from either the date
of the act or the date of discovery.

R

. . . by studying all
the information
provided across all
the funds reviewed,
a generalized and
adequate picture of
recovery funds was
obtainable . . .
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California Recovery Funds

n California there are several recovery funds that have been established to
monetarily compensate consumers for financial injury caused by a licensed
professional. (See Table 1 below.)

Real Estate Recovery Fund

The Real Estate Recovery Fund was implemented in 1964 for the purpose of
compensating victims of real estate licensee fraud, misrepresentation or deceit. This
fund receives revenue from a surcharge (currently 12 percent) on licensee fees and
renewals. It is a fund of last-resort; a complainant must have a judgment to file a claim.
The fund has a budgeted account and uses excess revenues for non-recovery fund
expenditures. The Real Estate Commissioner may authorize the transfer of monies
from the Recovery Fund account to the Real Estate Fund account, and vice versa as
deemed necessary (B&P Code, Sect. 10470.1). Initially claim limitations were $10,000
per transaction and $40,000 aggregate per licensee. In 1980, the limits were increased to
a $20,000 claim limit per transaction and a $100,000 aggregate limit per licensee. The
claim limits have not been increased since 1980. The initial fund budget was $200,000
to $400,000; the current budget is $2,000,000.

The annual number of claims filed, denied, paid, and percentage paid from 1980
through 2000 do not indicate a predictable pattern. (See Table 2.) The only discernable
trends are the increase in the average claim payout and consequently the annual
average difference between the average claim payout and the unchanged claim limit of
$20,000. These are extremely rough figures (comingled with excess revenue

I

Table 1. California Recovery Funds

NAME OF CALIFORNIA RECOVERY FUND BENEFITS REVENUE PERCENT
Governing Entity VICTIMS OF SOURCE START PAID CLAIMS

Real Estate Recovery Fund Real estate fraud Licensee fees 1985 53%
Department of Real Estate (last resort)

Client Security Fund Lawyer theft Lawyers fees 1972 54%
State Bar of California (first-resort)

Travel Consumer Restitution Fund Travel fraud Sellers of travel fees 1994 32%
Travel Consumer Restitution Corp. (DOJ) (first-resort)

Manufactured Home Recovery Fund Home sales fraud Homes sales 1985 N/A
Dept. of Housing & Community Dev. (last-resort)  surcharges %

Student Tuition Recovery Fund* Tuition fraud Student assessments 1989 N/A
Department of Consumer Affairs (first-resort)

*Note: This fund is virtually insolvent.

5
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Table 2. Real Estate Recovery Fund 20-Year Summary

FISCAL # CLAIMS # CLAIMS # CLAIMS % CLAIMS TOTAL AMOUNT MEAN CLAIM $20K LIMIT –
YEAR FILED DENIED PAID PAID  PAID* AMOUNT*  MEAN CLAIM**

80/81 81 21 51 63% $260,446 $5,106 $14,893

81/82 111 26 31 28% $199,738 $6,443 $13,556

82/83 124 44 52 42% $315,793 $6,072 $13,927

83/84 108 26 62 57% $859,383 $13,861 $6,138

84/85 214 35 97 45% $1,618,068 $16,681 $3,318

85/86 228 31 76 33% $997,218 $13,121 $6,878

86/87 173 23 107 62% $1,809,525 $16,911 $3,088

87/88 177 89 90 51% $1,585,950 $17,621 $2,378

88/89 117 99 108 92% $1,964,529 $18,190 $1,809

89/90 116 132  87 75% $1,861,149 $21,392 -$1,392

90/91 102 134 56 54% $1,584,769 $28,813 -$8,813

91/92 122 100 59 48% $1,121,616 $19,010 $989

92/93 135 58 57 42% $1,449,077 $25,422 -$5,422

93/94 206 60 78 38% $1,243,880 $15,947 $4,052

94/95 209 70 60 29% $1,421,610 $23,693 -$3,693

95/96 205 53 88 43% $2,236,576 $25,415 -$5,415

96/97 165 71 96 58% $2,277,661 $23,725 -$3,725

97/98 158 32 106 67% $2,256,962 $21,292 -$1,292

98/99 154 180 75 49% $1,533,989 $20,453 -$453

99/00 75 140 63 84% $1,714,030 $27,206 -$7,206

Total 2,980 1,424 1,499 53% $28,311,969 $18,318 N/A

expenditures) and are only presented to show the upward drift of claim dollar
amounts over time. As can be seen in the last two columns of Table 2 below, in fiscal
year 1989/1990 the average claim payout started exceeding the $20,000 limit per
transaction. This trend has continued to date; in fiscal year 1999/2000 the average
claim payout was $27,206, or $7,206 over the $20,000 claim limit. The budgeted
account balance of $2,000,000 has been exceeded in three of the last five years.
Averaged over the last 20 years, the fund has paid 53 percent of claims filed.

The Real Estate Recovery Fund provides a good example of the upward drift of dollar
amounts over time. All long-term successful funds must plan for and be able to
appropriately adapt to this obvious trend. In Table 2, the Total row indicates that the
number of denied claims and the number of paid out claims over the last 20 years are
approximately equal. Since this fund is of last resort, more information would be
required to explain why only approximately one-half of the claims are paid.

6
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Analysis of State Recovery Funds

Client Security Fund (State Bar)

The Client Security Fund was established in 1972 and operates in conjunction with the
State Bar discipline system to assist individual clients who have been financially
harmed by the dishonest conduct of their lawyers. The fund reimburses clients who
have lost money or property due to theft or an equivalent dishonest act committed by
a California lawyer acting in a professional capacity. All lawyers with an active license
are assessed up to $40 annually. Even though this is a fund of first-resort, the
respondent lawyer must have been disciplined for the crime the claimant is filing
against.

In 1999, the Client Security Fund processed 767 claims and paid 387 (50 percent). The
fund paid out $2,811,909 or 40 percent of the total filed claim amount of $6,681,000.
The claim limit is $50,000, however, the average claim payout in 1999 was only $7,265.
The 611 claims filed in 1999 were the lowest number received since 1987. The
discipline system was virtually shut down due to the State Bar’s fee bill crisis in June
of 1998; this critically impacted the Client Security Fund because the discipline system
generates most of the fund’s business. Funding for the discipline system was restored
in February of 1999 and claims gradually started increasing. (See Table 3.)

The Client Security Fund demonstrates how an event outside of a fund can critically
effect the functioning of the fund. Also, more information would be required to
explain why the average claim paid was only $7,398 when the claim limit is $50,000;
and again why only about one-half of the claims filed were paid.

Travel Consumer Restitution Corporation

In 1994 the Seller of Travel Law (B&P Code, Sect. 17550.35-17550.59) created a
restitution plan for consumers who were financially harmed by a Seller of Travel
(SOT). The statutes state that the SOTs are to maintain a corporation under the
Nonprofit Mutual Benefit Corporation Law operating under the name of Travel
Consumer Restitution Corporation (TCRC). The Board of Directors of the TCRC is
composed of six directors: one public consumer, one attorney general, and four SOTs.
The TCRC does not maintain a place of operation; program expenditures are budgeted
for registration and enforcement activities. Claim processing is contracted out;
consumers and SOTs are only provided a fax number for correspondence with and
inquiries of the TCRC.

# CLAIMS # CLAIMS # CLAIMS # CLAIMS % CLAIMS TOTAL CLAIMS MEAN CLAIM
YEAR FILED PENDING CLOSED PAID PAID PAID PAID*

Table 3. Client Security Fund (State Bar) Five-Year Summary

1995 1,007 1,197 998 543 54% $3,229,000 $5,946

1996 1,082 1,236 1,043 578 55% $5,539,000 $9,583

1997 1,217 1,223 1,230 708 58% $4,661,000 $6,583

1998* 643 913 1,018 546 54% $4,159,000 $7,617

1999* 611 758 767 387 50% $2,811,000 $7,263

Total 4,560 5,327 5,056 2,762 54% $20,399,000 $7,398

* Years impacted by the bill crisis.
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The Department of Justice (DOJ), Attorney General’s office has complete authority
over the TCRC, oversees the fund, handles enforcement activities, and reports to the
legislature on the fund. The fund pays the associated DOJ’s operational expenses.

All SOTs must be registered with the TCRC and pay all necessary revenues for the
fund. Initially, the fund was required to have a balance of $1.2 million at the first of
each year and if the account fell below $900,000 the TCRC was to make an emergency
assessment of $200 upon all SOTs. In 1998, the legislature required the fund account to
be increased to and maintained at a balance of $1.6 million; the TCRC was authorized
to make an annual assessment if the fund falls below this minimum; and the
emergency assessment of $200 was to be decreased to $150 if the fund dropped below
$900,000. (In December of 1997 the fund balance was below this minimum at $839,834.)
SOTs are initially assessed $35 plus an additional $60 per business location annually. In
order for a claim to be accepted, the respondent SOT must have been a paid-up
participant in the TCRC; and the claimant must have been located in the State of
California at the time of the transaction. (See Table 4.)

Through December 1, 1997, 825 claims had been filed; 432 (52 percent) claims had been
denied; 131 claims were still pending; and 262 (32 percent) claims had been paid.
Approximately $566,000 had been paid out in claims. Of the 432 claims that had been
denied, the largest number (36 percent) were denied because the claimants were
located outside California at the time of the transaction; 26 percent of the claims
denied were made against an entity that was not registered and/or was not a TCRC
participant.

The TCRC has a very low percentage (32 percent) of actual claims paid; part of this
problem is because claimants were not California residents and because respondents
were not participants (belonging) to the fund.

Manufactured Home Recovery Fund

The purpose of the Manufactured Home Recovery Fund (MHRF) is to reimburse
actual losses up to $75,000 for any person who has sold or purchased a manufactured
home/mobile-home for personal or family residential use or investment and who has
suffered a loss due to failure to honor warranties or guarantees, fraud, or willful
misrepresentation. This is a fund of last-resort. The Occupational Licensing (OL)
Program, under the Department of Housing and Community Development (HSC
18070.3) administers the MHRF by collecting fees charged to manufactured housing
dealers and salespersons at the time of licensing. Additional revenue is generated for
the fund through a fee charged for each sale of a manufactured home.

Table 4. Travel Consumer Restitution Fund (DOJ’s Report, 1998)

FISCAL YEAR FUND FEES REVENUES DOJ OPERATING COSTS FUND BALANCE

8

1994/1995 $15/$00 $164,736 N/A $164,736

1995/1996 $15/$00 $646,564 $563,074 N/A

1996/1997 $25/$20 $703,798 $585,943 N/A

(1997/1998) $35/$60 N/A Budgeted ($749,000) N/A

Totals through 1997 N/A $1,515,098 $1,149,017 $839,834
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Analysis of State Recovery Funds

The OL Program provides information and claim applications to the public regarding
the MHRF. Each claim is reviewed or investigated by the program staff. Approved
claims are forwarded to the Department’s Legal Affairs Division for final approval.
Approved claims are then submitted to the State Controller’s Office for payment.

Student Tuition Recovery Fund

The Student Tuition Recover Fund (STRF) was established in 1989 by the state to
protect any California resident who attends a private post-secondary institution from
losing money if the student prepaid tuition and suffered a financial loss as a result of
an institution closing, if the institution fails to comply with its enrollment agreement,
or refused to pay a court judgment. To be eligible for the STRF, a student must be a
California resident. The Bureau for Private Postsecondary and Vocational Education
(BPPVE), Department of Consumer Affairs, administers the fund.

The schools actually pay the BPPVE the fees that were assessed per student between
$2.50 to $5.50 depending on tuition amounts, one time only. Fees are deposited in one
of three accounts: degreed schools, vocational schools, and under $1,000 courses. If
any account exceeds its $1 million cap, a fee reduction is mandated. Revenue monies
deposited or claim payouts may not cross over accounts. The BPPVE collects just
under $1 million annually in STRF quarterly assessments to schools. In any year where
there is not a major school closure with resulting claims, the fund may be viable. But
the BPPVE reports that there has been no such year. A telling statistic is that the
amount of STRF paid by a school in any given year is substantially less than the tuition
cost of one student.

Last year’s (2000) average claim was $8,600. The fund is currently (2001) holding $8
million total in claims; there is a zero balance in the vocational account with $4 million
in claims to be paid; and there is $500,000 in the degreed account also with $4 million
in claims to be paid. Two of the largest vocational training schools in the state have
recently closed and the fund has received 170 new claims in January and February
2001 (the last months for which information is available) for approximately $10,000 to
$14,000 each ($2 million total).

The STRF has not had a fee increase since its implementation. The schools have
expressed willingness to increase marginally what they pay into STRF, but that would
not be sufficient for the fund. The school association also approached numerous
insurance related companies in the last year, and the companies will not touch the
issue.

Currently, the BPPVE has been making headway in getting the US Department of
Education to discharge most of the unpaid student loans that comprise the bulk of the
$8 million potential obligation. A proposed solution, evidenced in current litigation, is
to limit access to the fund dramatically by curtailing certain types of court judgments
that student’s attorneys frequently secure. However, limiting access disenfranchises
injured students and the potential for continuous litigation is always a concern.

9
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Summary of California Funds

The reviewed California recovery funds demonstrate some of the problems
that can occur with this type of a fund:

• Dollar amounts of all fund-associated monies will naturally drift upward over time
causing fixed-legislated values to eventually become inadequate.

• Events outside the control of a fund can critically impact the functioning and solvency
of a fund.

• Only one-half or less of the claims filed are being paid by California funds, leaving the
other one-half or more claims unpaid.

Therefore, a successful fund needs to:

• Establish statutes providing for adaptation to the natural increase in dollar amounts
over time for both revenues and costs.

• Anticipate and create fund safeguards against events outside of the fund’s control
that could critically impact the fund’s solvency.

• Provide clear and comprehensive fund requirements to the consumer for filing and
funding a claim and pursuing last-resort resources.

10
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Other States’ Contractor Recovery Funds

11

I n the United States, most states, the District of Columbia, and Guam have some
type of contractor regulation (legislated by the State) in the form of registration,
certification, or licensure. However, only sixteen states have implemented a

contractor related recovery fund.

State Contractor Recovery Funds

Table 5 ( page 12) lists state-regulated contractor recovery funds. As can be seen in
Table␣ 5, Hawaii initiated the first state contractor recovery fund in 1974. Since 1994,
only the state of Nevada has legislated a new contractor recovery fund. Florida’s fund
defines the broadest scope of construction damages and may benefit any natural
person. Two of these funds, Utah and Michigan’s, have lien restrictions protecting the
homeowner and lien recovery funds benefiting the trades people. Indiana’s fund is
limited to plumbing, and New Jersey’s is limited to new-home construction
warranties (NASCLA, 1999). Twelve of the 15 state funds in existence (80 percent)
receive revenue from contractor fees; two (13 percent) from building permit
surcharges; and one (7 percent) from new-home sale surcharges.

Inactive or Insolvent State Contractor Funds

Nevada established the Residential Construction Recovery Fund in 1999. The fund
account is currently accruing revenue and is expected to become operational in
October 2001. The Executive Director of the National Association of State Contractors
Licensing Agencies (NASCLA) who is also the certified public accountant for the
Arizona Residential Contractors’ Recovery Fund was requested by Nevada to review
the state’s recovery fund statutes. It was predicted that the fund would fail if specific
changes to the fund were not implemented. (See Appendix A.)

Alabama’s and Michigan’s fund accounts were both depleted in 1999, and claims
cannot be paid until the accounts accrue to their minimum balance. The funds are
actively assessing contractors for revenue.

Indiana’s fund is limited to plumbing contractors. It was reported that the fund is not
publicly well known, and no claims have been filed from 1996 to 1999.

In 1989, the Tennessee Home Improvement Guaranty Fund was established along
with the implementation of the Tennessee Home Improvement Commission (licensing
entity). The fund required all licensed contractors to post a $5,000 bond made
exclusively for the homeowner. The administrator source said, “It was immediately
ascertained that the revenue amount was insufficient to handle the claims amount and
the administration of the fund was extremely cumbersome and inefficient.” In 1991
the fund was discontinued, and replaced by increasing the home improvement bond
to $10,000. This bond is made exclusively for homeowners and covers home
improvements on residential structures ranging from $3,000 to $25,000 in cost. The
source also said, “This change has released the Commission from the burden of
administering the fund, and placed it in the hands of the insurance companies.”
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Table 5. State Contractor Recovery Funds (NASCLA, 1999)

RECOVERY FUND (RF) NAME
STATE START Governing Entity BENEFICIARY REVENUE SOURCE

* Not actively paying out claims.
** Dissolved after two years in 1991.

Nevada* 2001 Residential Construction RF Homeowners Contractors
State Contractors Board

Utah 1994 Residence Lien RF
Division of Occup./Prof. Licensing All parties Contractors/Suppliers

Alabama* 1993 Home Building & Improvement RF
Home Builders Licensure Board Homeowners Contractors

Florida 1993 Florida Construction Industries RF
Construction Industry Licensing Bd. Natural Persons Building Permits

Minnesota 1993 Contractor’s RF
Commissioner, State Treasury Homeowners Contractors

Massachusetts 1992 Residential Contractor’s Guaranty F
Building Regs. and Standards Board Homeowners Contractors

N. Carolina 1991 Homeowners RF
State Licensing Board Homeowners Building Permits

Connecticut 1989 Home Improvement Guaranty F
The Commissioner Homeowner Contractors

Tennessee** 1989 Home Improvement Guaranty F
(Dissolved) Home Improvement Commission Homeowners Insufficient

Indiana* 1988 Plumbers RF
The Plumbing Commission Any Persons Plumbers

Maryland 1985 Home Improvement Guaranty F
The Home Improvement Commission Homeowners Contractors

Michigan* 1982 Homeowner Construction Lien RF
Dir. of Licensing and Regulations All parties Contractors

Arizona 1981 Residential Contractors’ RF
The Registrar of Licensing Board Homeowners Contractors

Virginia 1980 Virginia Contractor Transaction RF
Board for Contractors Homeowners Contractors

New Jersey 1979 New Home Warranty Security F
Dept. of Community Affairs Homeowners Home Sales

Hawaii 1974 Contractors RF
Contractors License Board Homeowners Contractors
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States’ Demographics

In the U.S., California, Texas, and New York are the three top-ranking states in overall
population, respectively. None of these states has a state-administered contractor-
related recovery fund. California has extensive state contractor regulation, Texas has
limited state contractor regulation, and New York virtually has none.

California has the Contractors State License Board regulating contractors grouped into
approximately 45 classifications and certifications.

Texas has the Department of Licensing and Regulation, Air Conditioning and
Refrigeration Licensing Section, regulating air conditioning and refrigeration
contractors; the Department of Transportation regulating highway construction
contractors; the State Board of Plumbing Examiners, regulating plumbers; the Texas
Department of Insurance, State Fire Marshal’s Office regulating fire alarm, fire
extinguisher and fire sprinkler contractors; the Railroad Commission, regulating LPG/
propane contractors; and the National Resource Conservation Commission, regulating
water well drilling and pump equipment contractors.

New York has no state regulation for public or private construction work, except for
asbestos handling, enforced by the State Department of Labor, Division of Safety and
Health. (NASCLA, 1999.) However, the City of New York does license contractors and
mandates the Home Improvement Business Trust Fund. The fund was established in
1991 to provide for the payment of outstanding awards to aggrieved consumers and
fines owed to the Department of Consumer Affairs. The Comptroller of the City of
New York administers the fund. A contractor is required to pay $200 at licensure and
$200 at each two-year renewal or maintain a $20,000 bond. New York City’s fund is
one of first-resort, but there is a $20,000 claim limit, the respondent contractor must be
in violation of the law, and his license must be revoked for invasion of the fund.

The demographics of a state will be a factor in any state regulated recovery fund, if
only for volume of activity alone. In Table 6 (see page 14), state demographics are
presented for the states with contractor recovery funds for review.

Possible Demographic Influences on Recovery Funds

The make-up of a recovery fund may be influenced or driven by the pertinent
demographic conditions of the state. The three top-ranking states in population do not
have state regulated contractor recovery funds. The two most highly-populated states
with contractor recovery fund programs are Florida and Michigan. Florida has the
highest volume of new housing permits in the nation (see Table 6), and its program is
one of only two funded by surcharges on building permits, not contractors. Michigan’s
fund is a lien recovery program, and provides for lien restriction protection for the
homeowner. Interestingly, the only two states (Michigan and Utah) with exclusive
homeowner lien restrictions and lien recovery funds have a high percentage (74
percent) of homeowners per capita. (See Table 6.)

Nevada is the first state to implement a residential recovery fund since 1994, and is
ranked first in the nation for growth. As can be seen in Table 6, Nevada has had a
staggering increase in population from 1990 to 1999 by 51 percent.1 The number of new
housing permits in Nevada for 1999 has a ratio per capita of 1:50. Whereas Florida,

13

_________________
1 The U.S. Census 2000 ranks Nevada 1st in the nation for growth from 1990 to 2000 with a 66.3 percent

increase in population.
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Table 6. States’ Demographics (U.S. Census, 1999)2

STATE WITH
CONTRACTOR

RECOVERY FUNDS

1999 POPULATION
IN MILLIONS/

 US RANK

POPULATION
CHANGE FROM

1990-1999

HOUSING UNIT
PERMITS

1999

MEDIAN
HOUSEHOLD

INCOME / US RANK

PERCENTAGE OF HOME
OWNERSHIP 1998

/ US RANK / MILLIONS

* California, ranked 1st in population, has been estimated to have 40 million people by the year 2010. Using the 1998
percentage of homeownership (56 percent), it can be estimated there will be 22.4 million homeowners by 2010.

** Texas and New York are ranked second and third highest in population, and are presented only for comparison to
California.

________________
2 The U.S. Census 2000 results will be released on the Internet at various stages starting Spring 2001. Three population

tables were released April 2, 2001 and are presented in Appendix B. (1. States Ranked by Population; 2. States Ranked by
Numeric Population Change: 1990 to 2000; and 3. States Ranked by Percent Population Change: 1990 to 2000.)

California* 34.0  1 11.2% 138,039 $41,000 16 56% 48 19.0

Texas** 20.1  2 18.0% 146,564 $36,000 36 63% 44 12.7

New York** 18.2  3  1.1%  42,593 $37,000 27 53% 49  9.7

Florida 15.2  4 16.8% 164,722 $35,000 39 67% 34 10.2

Michigan 10.0  8  6.1%  54,257 $42,000 13 74%  7  7.4

New Jersey  8.2  9  5.1%  31,976 $50,000  3 63% 43  5.2

N. Carolina  7.7 11 15.4%  84,754 $36,000 35 71% 14  5.5

Virginia  6.9 12 11.0%  53,151 $43,000 10 69% 26  4.8

Massachusetts  6.2 13  2.6%  18,967 $42,000 12 61% 46  3.8

Indiana 6.0 14 9.7% 41,469 $39,000 21 71% 11 4.3

Tennessee  5.5 16 12.4%  37,034 $34,000 40 71% 14  3.9

Maryland  5.2 19  8.2%  29,757 $50,000  2 69% 29  3.6

Arizona  5.0 20 30.4%  65,109 $37,000 28 64% 41  3.2

Minnesota  4.8 21  9.1%  33,341 $48,000  4 75%  2  3.6

Alabama  4.5 23  8.2%  19,029 $36,000 33 73% 10  3.3

Connecticut  3.3 29 -0.2%  10,637 $46,000  7 69% 27  2.3

Utah  2.2 34 23.6%  20,455 $44,000  9 74%  9  1.6

Nevada  2.0 35 50.6%  32,643 $40,000 20 61% 45  1.2

Hawaii  1.2 42  7.0%  4,211 $41,000 17 53% 49  0.6
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with the nation’s highest volume of new housing permits, has a ratio of 1:100 per
capita; Arizona,3  ranked second in growth, also has a ratio of 1:100. For comparison,
California’s ratio of new housing permits per capita is only 1:400 and its growth
increase for 1990-1999 was only 11.2 percent. (See Table 6.)

The implementation of a state-regulated contractor recovery fund does not appear to
be correlated with the actual size of the state’s population. However, further research
may show that a state’s proportional growth rate may be correlated to the
implementation of such a fund.

Types of Contractor Recovery Funds

The contractor related recovery funds researched fell into four general types of
recovery funds. These types of funds are represented in Table 7 (see page 16) as
examples for comparison.

Arizona’s Residential Contractors’ Recovery Fund

The Arizona Residential Contractors’ Recovery Fund was established by the Arizona
State Legislature in 1981 and is administered by the Registrar of Contractors. At the
time of implementation, every residential contractor was assessed $75, and the
coverage under the fund was limited to $5,000 per claimant with a maximum liability
of $10,000 per contractor. Currently, the initial contractor assessment is $300 with a
biennial renewal fee of $260, and the coverage is limited to $20,000 per claimant and
$100,000 per contractor. (See Table 7.)

Historically from 1981 to 1999, Arizona contractors had paid $26,714,567 into the
Contractors’ Recovery Fund and $25,882,664 had been paid out on 5,725 claims with
an eighteen-year average of $4,520 per claim. The difference between total revenue and
total payouts was $831,903. Respondent contractors had repaid $2,929,025 (11.3
percent) and $120,072 had been recovered from license bonds. Accordingly, from 1981
to 1999 the fund had a total of $3,881,000 to finance operating expenses, or averaged
over eighteen years, $215,611 a year. Arizona’s operating expenses for 1999 totaled
$399,488 and for 2000 totaled $521,326. (See Appendix C.)

The Arizona fund is the most consumer-friendly fund—as a first-resort, under certain
conditions, the homeowner may go directly to the Registrar for recovery if the
contractor’s license has been revoked or has been suspended as a result of an order to
remedy a violation. However, if the contractor maintains a valid license or has given
notice of bankruptcy, the plaintiff must file a civil action and pursue all bonds in effect
as with a last-resort fund. Upon filing the lawsuit, written notice must be given to the
registrar, who may intervene at any time.

It should be noted that according to the 1999 annual data provided in Table 7, the
Arizona fund appears to be operating within its limits; however, additional data
provided by the fund administrators shows that the fund has been operating with a
deficit. The Arizona fund is being managed and has operated with an accumulated
deficit of $5,193,756 at year-end for 1999 and $3,886,371 at year-end for 2000. Arizona
provided the most complete fund information of any fund review in this study. (See
Appendix D.)
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_________________
3 The U.S. Census 2000 ranks Arizona 2nd in the nation for growth from 1990 to 2000 with a 40.0% increase

in population.
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Table 7. Fund Comparisons by Contractor Recovery Types (NASCLA, 1999; U.S. Census, 1999.)
TYPE OF FUND: RESIDENTIAL ALL CONSTRUCTION RESIDENTIAL LIENS NEW HOME-WARRANTIES
        State: Arizona Florida Michigan New Jersey

FUNDS

Beneficiary Homeowner Natural Persons All parties* Homeowner

Started 1981 1993 1982 1979

Funding in 1999 Yes Yes No Yes

DEMOGRAPHICS

U.S. Ranked/Pop 20th (5 mil) 4th (15.2 mil) 8th (10 mil) 9th (8.2 mil)

Pop. 1990-1999 30.4% increase3 16.8% increase4 6.1% increase 5.1% increase

House Permits 1999 65,109 units 164,722 units 54,257 units 31,976 units

Median Income $37,000 $35,000 $42,000 $50,000

Homeownership 64% (3.2 mil) 67% (10.2 mil) 74% (7.4 mil) 63% (5.2)

CLAIMS

Resort First/last-resort Last-resort Last-resort Insured

Time from Act 2 yrs 2 years N/A 1,2 & 10 yrs

Time /Discovery N/A 2 yrs (<4yrs) N/A Warranties

Fund Participant Required Required Required Required

Action on Contractor Suspended Suspended Disciplined Premium %

Claim Limit $20,000 $25,000 $75,000 per res. Purchase Price

Contractor Limit $100,000 $50,000 N/A N/A

Filed FY 98/99 684 185 174 600-700

Paid FY 98/99 456 72 (24) N/A 120-140

% Paid FY 98/99 67% 39% (14%) N/A 20%

Mean paid FY 98/99 $6,219 $13,648 ($43K) N/A $35,714

REVENUES

Source Contractors Bldg Permits/Fines Contractors Builder/Sales

Initial fee $300 $.005 sq.ft. permits $50 .2%-.8% Sales

Annual fee $130 Contractor fines $50 $100

Receipts FY 98/99 $4,245,704 $1,270,182 $413,000 N/A

Payouts FY 98/99 $2,836,050 $982,656 $1,046,000 $5,000,000

Fund Balance 1999 $4,674,973 $851,000 $13,000 N/A

Minimum Balance $100,000/claims 80% pending claim $1,000,000 Per Claims

Fee increase As required Rejects new claims $50 As required

*Only purveyors of services and materials may file a claim. The homeowner may prevent a lien from being attached by providing proof of payment.
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3 The U.S. Census 2000 ranks Arizona 2nd in the nation for growth from 1990 to 2000 with a 40.0% increase in population.
4 The U.S. Census 2000 ranks Florida 7th in the nation for growth from 1990 to 2000 with a 23.5% increase in population.
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Arizona’s fund demonstrates that a properly-designed and well-managed fund will
still have problems. The fund has been functioning with multi-million dollar deficits.
The average claim paid of $6,219 is remarkably below the $20,000 claim limit, but the
fund pays out the highest percentage of claims (67 percent) of any fund reviewed.
Also, this fund receives an unusually high rate of claims.

Florida’s Construction Industries Recovery Fund

The Florida Construction Industries Recovery Fund was created to protect individuals
from liens, violations of building codes, financial harm caused by mismanagement, or
abandonment of a construction project, and is administered by the Construction
Industry Licensing Board. The fund is effective for violations occurring after July 1,
1993. From 1993 to 1999 (6 years) the fund paid out $3,250,615 on 239 claims with a six-
year average of $13,600 a claim. Payouts will only be made as a last-resort, upon court
order or on an order to pay restitution from the board after all other available remedies
and assets of the contractor have been exhausted. Florida’s fund receives its revenue
from a surcharge on building permits by $0.005 a square foot and surplus monies from
board-imposed contractor fines. If at any time the claims pending against the fund
exceed 80 percent of the fund balance plus anticipated revenue for the next two
quarters, the board will not accept new claims until the legislature authorizes funding.

Because Florida may reject claims if the fund’s balance drops below the minimum
balance, it is impossible to evaluate the effectiveness of this fund without further
information. Florida also does not pay out a very high average claim ($13,000) with a
$25,000 limit and pays on only 39 percent of the claims reported filed.

Possible Effects of First-Resort or Last-Resort Funds

When comparing Arizona’s and Florida’s funds, the difference is dramatic. Arizona
paid 67 percent of filed claims in 1999, and Florida paid only 39 percent. Florida had
approximately 10.2 million homeowners and received 185 claims in 1999, or 0.00002
percent of the homeowners filed a claim. Arizona had approximately 3.2 million
homeowners and received 684 claims, or 0.0002 percent of the homeowners filed a
claim. Proportionally speaking, Arizona’s fund received 10 times more claims per
capita (homeowner) than Florida. (See Table 3.) Possible reasons for such a difference in
claims paid and claims filed could be the effects of a first-resort fund vs. a last-resort
fund; a fund’s financial ability to accept all filed claims, and sources of revenue.

Michigan’s Homeowner Construction Lien Recovery Fund

The Michigan Homeowner Construction Lien Recovery Fund’s mandatory account
with a minimum of $1,000,000 was virtually depleted (balance of $13,000) in 1999. (See
Table 7.) Previously in fiscal year 1995/1996, Michigan received $443,000 in revenue
and 147 claims. Twenty-one (14 percent) of those claims were paid, totaling $915,000 or
an average of $43,571 per claim. It is not known why the average claim paid is so
much higher than any other fund’s average claim paid or why the percentage of
claims paid is so low. Three years later in fiscal year 1998/1999, Michigan received
$413,000 in revenue and 174 claims. The number of claims paid is not available
(estimated 24 at 14 percent), but $1,046,000 was paid out, leaving the fund balance at
$13,000. Michigan’s claim limit for its lien recovery fund is $75,000 per residence. The
fund is currently assessing contractors for the fund account.
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It is not known if the high average claim paid ($43,571) is a contributor to the fund’s
insolvency and how it plays into the extremely low percentage (14%) of claims paid.
Regardless, the numbers didn’t balance out and the fund is insolvent.

New Jersey’s New Home Warranty Security Fund

New Jersey’s New Home Warranty Security Fund is not a true contractor recovery
fund, but a warranty program. The state of New Jersey registers all new-home
builders and licenses only electrical and plumbing contractors. New-home builders
must register with the state and pay a $200 biennial fee, but may choose the state’s
warranty plan or an alternative new-home warranty plan. There are no recovery
programs associated with the licensed contractors or home improvement. Since New
Jersey’s New Home Warranty Security Fund does not process all the statewide new-
home warranty claims, only data from those claims filed with this fund are available.
Because of the uniqueness of this program and incomplete statewide data, financial
fund data was not presented in NASCLA’s 1996 or 1999 Contractor Recovery Fund
Reports. (See Appendix C.)

The New Jersey new-home builders who purchase 1, 2, and 10-year new-home
warranties from the state’s fund pay a premium of 0.2 percent to 0.8 percent on their
new-home sales based on their claim history. There are no dollar amount limitations
on the claim or on the contractor; claim amounts may be made up to the sales price of
the residence. There is no mandatory account balance, however, currently the fund
maintains a balance between $30 and $40 million; this operates more like an insurance
program than a recovery program. The annual payout is approximately $5,000,000,
thus an average claim would be approximately $36,000. The fund has been paying
approximately 20 percent of warranty claims filed. (See Table 7.)
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California Contractor Recovery Fund Models

19

F or illustration purposes, the data for two functioning state recovery funds has
been applied to California’s demographic data to describe two California fund
models for consideration. Arizona’s Residential Contractors’ Recovery Fund and

Utah’s Residence Lien Recovery Fund were selected as examples for this purpose.
(See Table 8.)

Arizona’s Residential Contractors’ Recovery Fund Model

The Arizona Residential Contractors’ Recovery Fund was established to cover claims
against licensed contractors made by any homeowner. (See Arizona’s Residential
Contractors’ Recovery Fund for more details.) The effect of the fund has been to make
more money available to satisfy consumer losses. Unlike the regular license bond, the
recovery fund is not subject to claims by suppliers, subcontractors, laborers or others.
(Arizona law prohibits construction liens on residences.)

Arizona requires contractors to file a bond in the amount required by the Board’s
license classification, license type of commercial, residential or dual, and anticipated
annual gross volume. For residential contractors, bond amounts range from $1,000 to
$15,000. In addition to the contractor license bond, a residential contractor must pay
into the Contractors’ Recovery Fund or provide a consumer protection bond in the
amount of $100,000. (See Appendix E.)

Utah’s Residence Lien Restriction and Lien Recovery Fund Model

In 1994, the Utah Legislature passed the Residence Lien Restriction and Lien Recovery
Fund Act and authorized the Division of Occupational and Professional Licensing to
administer this Act. In 1995, the Division began assessing existing contractors,
licensed professionals, suppliers, and new contractor applicants to fund the account.
The Act was amended and funded in 1995, was amended again in 1996, 1997, and
1998. The Act (Residence Lien Restriction) protects the responsible homeowner by
prohibiting anyone who provides services or materials for residential housing
construction from either maintaining a mechanics’ lien against a residence or
obtaining a civil judgment against the homeowner for construction expenses,
provided the homeowner has a written contract with a licensed contractor and has
paid the contract in full. The Act also creates the Residence Lien Recovery Fund as a
last-resort source of payment for persons, including subcontractors, suppliers, and
laborers, who can no longer recover for goods and services by bringing mechanics’
liens against residential property or by bringing civil action against the homeowner.

Utah requires contractor applicants to submit extensive documentation with their
applications, including a “Certificate of Insurance” by the applicant’s public liability
insurance carrier for coverage of $100,000 for each incident and $300,000 in total. Utah
does not require a contractor bond. Also, Utah does not designate individual
contractors as commercial or residential—only certain classifications are considered
residential exempt. (See Appendix F.)

Joining the Utah fund is mandatory for all applicants and licensed contractors in
classifications that regularly engage in providing services for residential construction
($195 fund fee). Exempt contractors may join the fund. Other licensed professionals or
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Table 8. California Models, Based on Arizona’s and Utah’s Recovery Funds
TYPE OF FUND RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION RESIDENTIAL LIENS RESIDENTIAL LIENS

Model Arizona (1999) California Model Utah (2000) California Model

 FUNDS

  Beneficiary Homeowner Homeowner All parties* All parties*

  Started 1981 Model 1994 Model

  Currently Funding Yes N/A Yes N/A

 DEMOGRAPHICS ‘99

  U.S. Ranked/Pop 20th (5 mil) 1st (34.0) 34th (2.2 mil) 1st (34.0)

  Pop. 1990-1999 30.4% increase3 11.2% increase 23.6% increase 11.2% increase

  House Permits 65,109 units 138,039 units 20,455 units 138,039 units

  Median Income $37,000 $41,000 $44,000 $41,000

  Homeownership 64% (3.2 mil) 56% (19.0 mil) 74% (1.6 mil) 56% (19.0 mil)

  HO/Claim Factor** 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001

 CLAIMS

  Resort First/last-resort First/last resort Last-resort Last-resort

  Time from Act 2 yrs 2 years 180 days 180 days

  Time from Judgment N/A N/A 120 days 120 days

  Fund Participant Required Required Required Required

  Claim filing fee None None $75 $75

  Action on Contractor Suspended Suspended Disciplinary Disciplinary

  Claim Limit $20,000 $20,000 $75,000 per res $75,000 per res

  Contractor Limit $100,000 $100,000 $500,000 life  $500,000 life

  Filed 684 (3,800) 254 (1,900)

  Paid 456 (2,546) 96 (722)

  % Paid 67% 67% 38% 38%

  Mean paid $6,219 $6,219 $4,050 $4,050

 REVENUES

  Source Contractors (150K)Contractors All parties* All parties*

  Initial fee $300 ($200) $195 $195

  Annual fee $130 ($200) As required As required

  Processing fee None None $25 $25

  Receipts $4,245,704 ($30,000,000) N/A N/A

  Payouts $2,836,050 ($15,833,574) $388,828 ($2,924,100)

  Fund Balance $4,674,973 N/A $2,652,324 N/A

  Minimum Balance $100,000/claims (Unknown) $1.5-2.5 mil (Unknown)

  Fee increase As required As required As required As required

 OPERATING COSTS

  Annual $400,000 ($2,223,000) N/A N/A

  (Per filed claim) ($585) ($585) N/A N/A

* Note: All parties to the contract including contractors, suppliers, laborers, and associated professionals. Homeowners have lien protection, not
fund invasion.

** Note: HO/Claim Factor is the percentage of homeowners who filed a claim (state’s number of annual claims filed, divided by the homeowner
population). For modeling purposes, California’s homeowner population was multiplied by this factor for a probability estimate of claims filed.

___________________
3 The U.S. Census 2000 ranks Arizona second in the nation for growth from 1990 to 2000, with a 40% increase in population.
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suppliers, including architects, professional engineers, land surveyors, certified
structural engineers, and landscape architects who provide goods or services for
residential housing construction may join the fund ($195 fund plus $25 processing
fees). Laborers are not required to be registered with the fund, but may access the fund
by paying a $15 filing fee and paying a $20 payment assessment fee.

To file a claim against the fund, a judgment or a notice of bankruptcy must have been
filed within 180 days from the date the claimant last provided qualified services. Also,
the claim must be filed within 120 days from the previous dates whichever occurs first.

As of January 31, 2001 (six years), 890 claims have been filed. Of these claims:

• 729 have been resolved;
• 14 are pending claimant response;
• 2 are pending prosecutor review;
• 48 are prolonged;
• 14 are pending Board approval; and
• 13 are pending Division review.

The fund has paid out $1,911,664 total in claims, and currently has $2,652,324 in the
fund investment account and $333,832 in the fund operating account. In 2000:

• 254 claims were filed;
• 96 claims were paid;
• 44 claims were denied; and
• 21 claims were withdrawn.

Using these figures, the fund paid out only 38 percent of the claims filed in 2000.

California Contractor Recovery Fund Models

When comparing California probability values in Table 8, it is essential to remember
that the two fund models are quite different programs. Arizona’s is a first-resort
recovery fund for consumers damage by contractors. Utah’s is a lien restriction act
protecting consumers and a last-resort lien recovery fund for trades people. There is a
significant difference between these two programs in the percentage of claims filed
(HO/Claim Factor, Table 8). However, with differences acknowledged, Arizona still pays
out 67 percent of claims filed and Utah pays out only 38 percent of claims filed.

Table 8 shows an estimate that California, using Arizona’s model, could pay out
approximately $15.8 million in claims based on 1999 data. If, as the U.S. Census
predicts, California has a homeowner population of 22.4 million in 2010, then it is
probable that 4480 claims could be filed against a recovery fund. If in 2010, the average
claim paid amount was $15,000 the total claims payout at 67 percent could be
$45,024,000.
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Conclusion

. . . a nonfunctioning or insolvent recovery fund would give
consumers the illusion of protection but actually be more
harmful than no fund at all.

22

I t is apparent that the challenge of a recovery fund is to remain solvent and
functioning in order to compensate the financially damaged consumer. Any such
recovery program could be of benefit to at least some consumers under certain

criteria. However, every recovery fund program studied displayed some form of
financial difficulty.

The consumer knowledge of a recovery fund, its degree of accessibility, and extraneous
conditions greatly influence the number of complaints filed against a fund. Therefore,
it is essential for the fund administrators to be able to manipulate the fund’s
limitations, restrictions and regulations to maintain a balanced and stable fund
over time.

Based on the Arizona model, a California contractor recovery fund could easily be a
$50␣ million program with additional operational costs in the range of $2-3 million.
It was strongly urged by the BPPVE that an actuarial and fiscal analysis should be a
background to considering such a fund for California. Regardless of the type and
limitations of a newly implemented CSLB fund, it would impose a heavy, unfunded,
financial burden on the Board’s limited resources. The projected operational cost of
$3 million could be put to a more beneficial use.

A nonfunctioning or insolvent contractor recovery fund would give consumers the
illusion of protection and actually be more harmful than no fund at all. When a
recovery fund is established, it naturally increases consumers’ expectations of State
protection and decreases consumers’ incentive for diligence.

Overall, CSLB would conclude that, after evaluating the recovery fund programs in
California and other states, consumers would not be better off with a contractor
recovery fund based on any of the studied programs.
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Appendix B: U.S. Census 2000 Population Tables

Table 1. States Ranked by Population: 2000
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Appendix B: U.S. Census 2000 Population Tables

Table 2. States Ranked by Numeric Population Change: 1990 to 2000
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Appendix B: U.S. Census 2000 Population Tables

Table 3. States Ranked by Percent Population Change: 1990 to 2000
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Appendix C: NASCLA’s Summary of Recovery Fund Features

Fiscal Year 1998/1999
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Appendix C: NASCLA’s Summary of Recovery Fund Features

Fiscal Year 1995/1996
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Appendix D: Arizona Fund Financial Statement 1999 and 2000
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Appendix E: Arizona Contractor’s License Bond Requirements
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Appendix E: Arizona Contractor’s License Bond Requirements
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Appendix F: Utah’s Contractor Application Requirements
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